Examination for recruitment of Panchayat Secretary, Notification No: 29/2016. Decision of Commission dated 10/11/17 on on objections on keys of GS & MA paper dated
06/08/17
Answer
Answer As Per
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Gist of the Question
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Recommendation of the experts
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key
1
2
3
4
5
6
The objection is incorrect. Reason cited is support for
What is the main reason cited by five Arab
militants. Source: http://www.thehindu.com/todays79840726892 nations led by Saudi Arabia for severing
1
4
Admanat role of Qatar in GCC
paper/five-arab-powers-sever-ties-withdiplomatic ties with Qatar in June 2017 ?
qatar/article18726840.ece
The objection is incorrect. There are different awards for
different categories. Satyabrata Rout got in "Theatre"
Which of the following persons is awarded The
Satya Brat Rout is correct
79840726895 Sangeet Natak Akademi Award (Akademi
2
1
Category where as for scholarship, one of the awardees is
answer
Puraskhar) for Scholarship for the year 2016
Pappu Venugopala Rao. Given key is correct. Source:
http://sangeetnatak.gov.in/sna/Awardees.php
The objection is incorrect. Correct Source:
What is the name of Indigenous Super Power
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/kolkata/iit79840726902 Drone developed by Indian Institute of
3
1
Hanuman
kharagpur-develops-bhim-the-cutting-edge-skyTechnology, Kharagpur
saviour/articleshow/57724861.cms
What is the name of the first superfast
79840726905 unreserved express which was flagged off in
March, 2017?

As per esti ates of Go er e t of I dia, post –
79840726906 GST, the interstate travel time of trucks would be
reduced by

3

1

1

3

Hamsafar Express

The objection is incorrect. Hamsafar is not an unrserved
express. Source: http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/railway-minister-suresh-prabhu-flags-off-first-superfastantodaya-express/story-Z3ZXAgxm7DaDZ3QLUBTBUN.html

The source is quoted by the Candidate is not available on the
day of examination. The given key is correct as per sources
One third as per speech of PM available on the date of examiantion. Source:
from Red fort on
http://pibphoto.nic.in/documents/rlink/2017/jul/p20177260
Independence Day
1.pdf and http://indianexpress.com/article/india/post-gsttravel-time-of-trucks-has-reduced-by-a-fifth-govt-4774203/.
Sources available after examiantion cannot be considered

Who is the present Director General of the Border
79840726907
Roads Organization?

79840726917

Which of the following is the heaviest Satellite
vehicle India has ever launched

The United States of America in its Travel
Advisory issued on 22nd May 2017, has asked its
79840726918
citizens to postpone all their non-essential travel
to which one of the following countries?

Which of the following Acts, first dealt with the
79840726922
issue of Child labour?

2

4

1

0

2

0

2

3

The objection is incorrect. Since, February, 2017, S K
KK Sharma is correct answer.
Shrivastava is DG of BRO. Source:
Shrivastava is KRMB Chairman
http://www.bro.gov.in/dgmessage.asp?lang=1
The objection is correct. The question is deleted because all
No correct answer as the given
given answers are of satellites but the question is on satellite
answers are satellites
vehicle
The objection is misconceived. The question is on travel
advisory issued on 22/05/17 and the answer was to be from
6 Muslim countries have this "one of the following countries". The objection ignores these
ban: Iran, Libiya, Syria,
conditions in the question and mentions irrlevant matters.
Somalia, Sudan & Yemen
Correct Source:
https://travel.state.gov/content/passports/en/alertswarnings
/pakistan-travel-warning.html
Indian Factories Act, 1891

The objetion is incorrect. The first Act to deal with child
labour was the Act of 1881 wherein children below 7 years
were prohibited. Source: Modern India, Bipan Chandra, p 163

With regard to the Brahmo Samaj, the following
79840726925
is correct?

3

4

Also supported traditional
education. Telugu Academy
Text

79840726928 Who is the founder of Benares Hindu University?

3

1

Annie Besant

Out of the following, which poet extolled
79840726929 patriotism in initial days but later on encouraged
Muslim separatism?

4

2

Syed Ahmed Khan

The objection is incorrect. The source is also misquoted. Syed
Ahmed Khan was not a poet

79840726933

79840726935

The Gandhi - Irwin Pact paved the way for
Who presides over the joint session of two
houses of Indian Parliament

The source quoted is vague and the objection is incorrect.
Brahmo Samaj supported study of Western education and
science
The objection is incorrect. Besant established a school but
the University is established by Malviya. Besant and other
great personalities might have cooperated with him but the
recognized founder is Malviya only. Source:
http://www.bhu.ac.in/mahamana.php and
http://www.bhu.ac.in/aboutus/history.php

3

3

Option 3 is also correct

The candiate states given option is 2 and option 3 is also
correct. The objection is meaningless as the key shows option
3 only

2

4

Speaker is the correct answer

Objection is correct. Article 118(4) states that Speaker shall
preside the joint sitting. Option 4 is the correct answer

79840726937

In presidential form of Government, the principle
is

1

4

79840726938

At present the maximum strength of Lok
Sabha can be

3

2

79840726940

In India Party less Democracy was first advocated
by

The Indian Constitution borrowed the following
features from the British Constitution. In this
context, which of the following statements are
79840726941
correct 1. Law making Procedure; 2.
Parliamentary System,
3. Rule of Law, 4.
Independence of Judiciary

1

1

The objections are incorrect. Even in presidential form,
powers will not be centralized and there would be checks
and balances. Centralization of executive power is not equal
Centralization of power is
to centralization of powers of all organs of Governhment. In
correct. Source: Indian Polity
USA, key appointments need to be approved by Congress and
by Lakshmi Kant. Another
Congress passes legilsations. Also, division of power is not
candidate quotes same source
specific only to Presidential form. The powers in Presidential
and states Division of power is
systems are partioned and not fused. Any republic would
correct option
most likely have division of power. Given key is correct being
the most appropriate answer. The answer is evident from
any intermeidate level/degree level standard books.

550 is correct.

The objection is incorrect. As per current laws, the strength
can be only 545 as determined by 31st Amendment of 1973

2

The objection is incorrect. However, given key is also not
correct. It is Mahatma Gandhi, who advocated the concept of
Sarvodaya i.e absence of central authority and establishment
of self sustianing village communities. The central concept of
sarvodaya was "not Rajniti but Lokniti". The idea of partyless
M N Roy is also correct.
democracy originates in India with Gandhi. Bhave and JP
www.maintreamweekly.net/ar followed Gandhi. M N Roy belonged to a different stream but
ticle. 2354.html
advocated radical humanism much later to Sarvodaya of
Gandhi. Hence, option 4 would be the most appropriate
answer. Source:
http://www.mkgandhi.org/articles/gandhi_sarvodaya.html
and http://www.journalijar.com/uploads/637_IJAR14006.pdf

0

Law making procedure is not
The objection is incorrect. The procedures of bill making in
borrowed from British
the Parliament in UK and India are almost identical. This
Consitution. Quotes a private
clearly shows that the features are borrowed from UK.
website on borrowed features

79840726942 The constitution of India describes India as

3

0

79840726944 Rajya Sabha can take initiative in

4

3

1

0

79840726945

Which one of the following is the qualification for
appointment as the Judge of the Supreme Court?

Which of the following Directive Principles was
79840726946 not originally provided for in the constitution of
India?

79840726950

Udaan is a skill development scheme of
Government of India pertaining to

2

1

The objection is meaningless.
The objection is incorrect. Even the source quoted does not
indicate that Rajay Sabha takes initiative. Passing of a bill
Appointing judges. Source: B.
does not indicate that initiative is taken. In the Constitution,
Krishna Reddy, Indian Polity,
with regard to appointment of Judges, or Money bill or
2016
censure of ministers, no specific provision enabling Rajya
Sabha to take initiative is mentioned.
The objection is misconceived. The question seeks answer
from the given options and one of the qualifications to be a
Must have practised as an
judge of Supreme Court is citizenship. There could be other
advocate for 10 years
qualifications. The answer referred by candidate is not one of
the answers.

4

The objection is incorrect. Article 39A speaks of free legal aid
Prohibtion of slaughter of cows
was inserted later through 42nd amendment. All other
and calves
provisions including Article 48 were from beginning.

0

The objection is misconceived because the question clearly
In Telugu Udan and Udaan are explains the scheme also. If the pronunication is same for
spelt in the same way.
two Telugu words, it cannot be quoted out of context when
the scheme itself is explained in the question

79840726953 Which of the following is not a correct statement

1

2

79840726954 LIN ( Labour Identification Number) is issued to

1

0

As per Agricultural Census, 2010-11, which district
79840726955 of present Andhra Pradesh has highest number of
landholdings?

2

3

Which of the following is not a potential industrial
node under Chennai Bangalore Industrial Corridor

2

1

79840726957

Usage "A" is wrong

Aadhar becomes a 16 digit
number for our use, stated DG
and Mission Director of UIDAI
in Business Standard, April 28,
2010
All Industrial Labours is the
correct answer

The objection is misconceived. Aadhar in use by public is only
12 digit number. If UIDAI adds 4 digits for internal use which
are hidden numbers for internal use of UIDAI, it does not
become 16 digit number.

The objection is incorrect. Given key is correct. Source:
https://shramsuvidha.gov.in/home
The objection is incorrect. Guntur has 7.61 lakh holdings
where as Ananthapur is second with 7.28 lakh holdings and
Ananthapur/East Godavari is East Godavari is third with 6.99 lakh holdings. Source: Report
the correct answer
on Agriculture Census of Andhra Pradesh, 2010-11,
Directorate of Economics and Statistics, AP, Chapter IV, page
28 & 35
The objection is incorrect. Source:
Krishnapatnam
http://dipp.nic.in/sites/default/files/Details%20of%20three%
20CBIC%20Node.pdf

What was the achievement (in nearest lakhs)
79840726960 during 2016-17 by Andhra Pradesh in distribution
of Soil Health Cards to farmers?

79840726961

Which of the following States have border
with Bangladesh

79840726962 Which is the first hydel power plant in India?

79840726963

The point at which earthquake begins is called?

Where is the Security Paper Mill of Government
of India located?
Which district of Andhra Pradesh has maximum
79840726975 number of over exploited Mandals with regard to
Ground water?
79840726969

After considering data of month wise storms that
crossed Andhra Pradesh coast for more than 100
79840726976
years, during which month maximum number of
events of storms crossing AP coast occurred?

79840726977

Which of the following is one of the five pillars of
the Raithu Kosam Strategy of Andhra Pradesh?

2

1, 4

1

0

2

1

21 lakhs. Source: Eenadu paper
(date not given). Another
There is no correct answer in the given options. Hence,
objection states that correct
question is deleted
option is 4 and another states
that there is no correct answer
5 states have the border

The objection is partly correct and Mizoram has border. Both
options 1 and 4 are treated as correct

Sivasamudram

The objection is incorrect. Sidrapong was established in November,
1897 with capacity of 2X65 kW. Sivasamudram was established in
June, 1902.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sidrapong_Hydroelectric_Power_Sta
tion

2

1

Epicentre

The objection is incorrect. Given key is correct. Source:
https://www.windows2universe.org/earth/geology/quake_1.html
&edu=high and
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/glossary/?term=hypocenter

3

1

Nasik is also correct.

The objectin is not correct. There is no paper mill at Nasik. Source:
http://www.spmcil.com/Interface/AboutUs.aspx

2

3

YSR Kadapa is the correct
answer

The objection is incorrect. The given key is correct. Source: Page 29
of AP Administrative and Geographical profile, 2014

2

4

3

The objection is incorrect. The source is misquoted. The source
cited by the candidate gives data for all India and not AP. Given key
November is the correct
is correct. Correct Source: AP Adminsitrative and Geographic
answer. ncrmp@ndma.gov.in
Profile, May, 2014, page 38. http://msmehyd.ap.nic.in/PROFILE%20AP.pdf

3

Transfer of surplus manpower
to other sectors is correct.
Source: ICRISAT Development
Centre, Research Report IDC 12. Another objection states
organic agriculture

The objection is incorrect. Given key is correct. Source: Rythu
Kosam, Primary Sector Development: Status, Strategy and Action
Plan, ICRISAT, 01/07/2015
http://niti.gov.in/writereaddata/files/AndhraPradesh_Report_2.pdf
. The five pillars are clearly mentioned at page 12 of the report
relied upon by the Candidate himself. Transfer of surplus
manpower is not indicated in the five pillars.

79840726978

Which of the following is true about
phytoplankton?

4

3

They have vascular tissue

79840726979

Which of the following is an effective positive
measure of climate change?

2

1

Removing subsidies on all fuels

79840726980

Salinity in the surface of Arabian Sea compared
that in Bay of Bengal is?

3

4

79840726981

Which of the following is a critically endangered
creature as per IUCN categorization?

4

3

79840726982

79840726983

Why Latur earthquake caused more damage
though the reading on Richter scale was only 6.4?

How much water a dripping tap is likely to waste
in a year (choose nearest figure)?

3

4

The objection is incorrect. Phytoplankton would not have vascular
tissue. Source: http://iomenvis.nic.in/index1.aspx?lid=5&mid=1&langid=1&linkid=5

The objection is incorrect. Removing subsidies on alternate fuels
like biofuels may not be a positive measure.
The objection is incorrect. An non-existent source is also quoted.
Varies from season to season.
Reasons are that evaporation is more on Arabian sea and also river
Source: Telugu Academy, 9th
runoff is less. Correct Source:
Class, 1999
http://www.nio.org/userfiles/file/sagar_rev.pdf page 9
The objection is incorrect. The Great Indian Bustard is in "Criticically
Endangered" Category. Source:
Golden Langur is also correct http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/22691932/0 where as Golden
answer. It is in IUCN Red list Langur is in "endangered" category. Source:
http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/22037/0. The question is on
"Critically Endangered Category" and not mere Red list

1

The objection is misconceived. With the same structures, if the
Structures in Latur are weak hypocentre was much deeper, the damage would have been less.
There is no proof prdouced by the Candidate state that only in
and built with stones and mud.
Latur very weak buldings are constructed. Though the 1950 Assam
Hence, option 1 is also corrrect
Earth Quake was 8.7 on Richter Scale, damage was not as extensive
answer
as Latur. This does not mean that Buidlings in Assam were stronger.
Given key is correct

0

The source is not clearly given but internet search reveals
http://www.whitehorse.vic.gov.au/IgnitionSuite/uploads/docs/Sust
ainable%20Living%20Guide%20Water.pdf and other foreign sites.
However, the claim is greatly exaggerated. If we presume, 10 drips
of water a minute, after a day it will add up to 14,400 drips, which
20000 litres is correct answer. is equivalent to about 3 litres; after a week it will be 21 litres, after
a month will be 90 litres and in a year about 1080 litres, which is
more practical. For 20000 litres, it would be a flowing tap and not a
dripping tap. In the Indian context, the figure is given as 1200 litres
i "Resour es a d De elop e t" – Geograph , th Class NCERT p
15. Hence, the given key is correct

79840726985

When does a disaster occur?

3

The objections are incorrect. The first objection is meaningless. The
second objection is misconceived. When a hazard is present, it will
become a disaster for the reason given in the key. In the disaster
management cycle, preparedness and mitigation play a critical role
and the candidate appearantly ignores these aspects. With
adequate preparation and mitigation strategy, a hazard can be
prevented in turning out to be a disaster. Given key is correct.
Sour e: Together To ards safer I dia – II page 5, Class CBSE

0

Weakness is the reason.
Another objection states that
Disaster does not occur after
people are unable to cope. It is
only that people will not be
able to cope up after disaster
occurs

The objection is not acceptable. The answer is based on experience
A small hamlet in a forest has and basic understanding. For instance, in Bhuj disaster, the
casualties were high because the chance of deaths due to collapse
no way to approach for rescue
of buildings would be high in a narrow area with high population
but urban population in can
density. The definition of Vulnerability is "potential for loss to an
escape easily even if the roads individual, community or place because of a disaster which is
are wide
affected by both geographical and social conditions". The question
is on "more vulnerable" that is comparative vulnerability.

79840726986

Who is more vulnerable for a disaster?

4

2

79840726988

Urban flooding is a

2

1

Always natural disaster

The objection is incorrect. As our experience at Chennai and other
cities shows, it is mostly man made disaster

4

The reserve contains medicinal
plants. Source is stated as an
article by Begum SS of
Botanical Survey of India
published in CAB direct.
Another objection states that
national park is correct option.

The objection is misconceived. Every forest contains medicinal
plants. The article referred describes the "Economically important
Plants from Orang National Park". This does not mean that only
Orang is known or declared as a a national park for rare medicinal
plants. Even the article referred does not mention that the park is
unique for rare medicinal plants. The second objection is
misleading as there is no answer as national park. The 4th option is
"National park with rare medicinal plants". Hence, this objection is
also incorrect

The tribunal verdict in favour
of non-Telugu States

The objection is incorrect. The Tribunal did not give any new
verdict. It refused to revise the earlier verdict and confied the issue
only to the water already allocated to both States. Source:
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/nation/currentaffairs/201016/justice-brijesh-kumar-tribunal-to-share-water-fortelangana-ap.html

79840726991 The Orang in Assam is

Which of the following is the main reason for the
79840726992 disappointment of the verdict given by the Justice
Brijesh KumarTribunal to share Krishna waters

3

1

0

How many tones of solid waste is generated
annually in India (according to an estimate made
79840726995
in 2016 by the Ministry of Environment and
Forests, Government of India) ?

4

Which one of the following Languages is a Second
widely spoken language in Andhra Pradesh?

79840726997

How many Missions, Campaigns and Grids were
launched and implemented by the Andhra
79840726998
Pradesh to achieve its Objectives for mission
based development?
What was the Intensity of Magnitude of
79840726999 Earthquake at Bhuj (Gujarat) in2001 on Richter
Scale?

The source cited by the candidate is vague and unauthentic. The
question clearly mentions estimate of Minsitry of Environment.
Correct Source:
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=138591

2

155 million tonnes as per
Eenadu editorial

3

4

English is correct option. As
The objection is incorrect. The data on how many people regularly
many people speak English and speak English is not available where as Urdu is the second largest
spoken language as per official records
not Urdu

4

0

Answers are different in Telugu
difference as the correct option i.e option 4 is same in both
and English

Option 1 is different in the last item but it does not mak any
versions

1

0

The objection is incorrect. The authentic source is PIB press
The correct answer is 7.5. Source: note. The source quoted by the candidate does not indicate
SCERT, 8th Class Physical Science, the scale and also the value is 7.7 on moment magnitude
p130
scale and nor Richter scale Source:
http://pib.nic.in/archieve/others/earthqglance.html

Which one of the following Countries, is known
for having Good Environmental Quality as well as
79840727000
Superior Quality of Human Life despite highest
Population Density?

1

3

Japan

The objection is incorrect. The population density of the
cities is Hong Kong 6997; Japan 348; Netherlands 505;
Singapore 7909. Source: https:// data.worldbank..org
/indicator/EN.POP.DNST. Even with such high population
density, Singapore ranks 25 in the world in Mercer Quality of
Life Index, 2017, where as Japanese Cities and Hong Kong are
much behind. The poluation of density of Netherlands is
much lower than that of Singapore. Source:
https://www.mercer.com/newsroom/2017-quality-of-livingsurvey.html

How many of the 130 Cyclones that hit the Coast
79840727001 of Andhra Pradesh during the past one Century
were treated as most severe?

3

4

31 is correct answer

The question is ill framed and is deleted.

Whi h o e of the follo i g se tors as a Su rise
Se tor i its de elop e t strategies for the e t
79840727002
Five to Ten years as is being identified by the
Government of Andhra Pradesh?

A Married ouple adopted a Male hild , a fe
years later, twin boys were born to them. The
lood group of the Couple is AB positi e a d O
79840727003
egati e . The Blood group of these three so s is
A positive, B Positive and O positive. In this case,
hat is Blood Group of Adopted So ?
According to Ministry of Environment and Forest,
Government of India, between 2006 to 2015, in
79840727004
the lives lost due to the Air Pollution, which of the
following States had the highest deaths?

79840727006

If Ink is to Paper then, Paint is to?

3

1

1

3

1

Automobile sector. Source:
ncert.nic.in/ncerts/l/hess405/p
df. Also Mineral Based
Industries. Source: Sunrise AP
Investment Meet.
http://www.sunriseapinvestm
entmeet.com/Another option
states all answers are correct

0

The objetion is incorrect. The blood groups of parents and all
children are given. When the blood groups of parents are
We cannot find out the blood
AB+ and O-, the blood groups of children born to them have
group of adopted son because
to be either A Or B. Hence, the blood group of adopted son is
e do ’t k o his details
the thrird i.e O+. For the given parents, child of O+ cannot be
born

4

In Orissa, most of the deaths
took place. Source: Eenadu
Editorial

The source quoted by the candidate is vague. The objection is
incorrect. Source: http://www.dnaindia.com/india/reportover-35000-died-due-to-air-pollution-between-2006-20152111885 and Rajya Sabha Question
http://164.100.158.235/question/qhindi/236/Au1942.pdf

1

Box can also be painted

The objection is misconceived. Paint can be applied on box
and that way paint can be applied on any other article or
living beings. In Mental Ability, the most approriate answer is
chosen and that is "painting" here. Given key is correct
The answer envisaged was that the odd number is that which
is not divisible by 5. However, the reason pointed out by the
candidate is also another view. However, the statement that
515 is prime number is incorrect. Hence, both options 2 and
4 are treated as correct
The objection is incorrect. The given key is correct

79840727010

Find the odd one out?

4

2

The sum of all digits is odd in
all options except 2. Another
objection states that 515 is
prime number

79840727012

Which of the following diagram represents: Dogs,
Animals, Cats

1

4

Dogs<Animals>Cats

The objections are incorrect. The sources are also wrongly
quoted. The question is not on luring investors or for
establishing base in long run. The question is with focus on 5
to 10 year period. The quick gain could be only in sectors,
where there is a base to realised gain. In this regard, 12
Growth drivers - quick gain sectors were identified in Vision
2029 out of which in the given options only Agro Food
Processing finds place. Source: Vision 2029, p 11

Ranjith travels 7 kms to the North. Then he turns
right walks 5 kms, again turns to right and walks
79840727013 7 Kms. There he takes a left turn and moves 2
kms and stops. How far, he is from the starting
point?

3

1

3 kms is correct answer

The objection is incorrect.

Ram and Shyam are sons of Dasarath. Lakshmi is
Dasarath’s sister. Their other died gi i g irth
79840727014 to Lakshmi. Dasarath adopted Lakshmi as his
daughter. What is the blood relation between
Lakshmi and Shyam?

1

2

Sister and Brother is the
correct answer

The objection is misconceived. The questions seeks answer
on "blood relation" not "social relation".

0

Red has the longest
wavelength

The objection is misconceived. The question clearly asks
which of the followingt colours and not the largest
wavelength for any colour. That way there are longer
waveleghts than Red also in Electromagnetic Spectrum.
Given key is correct

1

The objection is incorrect and source is misquoted. First
Altometer is also correct
there is no CBSE book for 7th class Science. It is an NCERT
answer. 7th class science CBSE
Book. In that book also, no mention is made of altometer

79840727016

79840727017

Which of the following colours would have
largest wavelength?

Which instrument is used to measure speed?

1

3

The objection is partly correct. The boiling point decreases
with height. However, MSL of kolleru is 0-5 m and
Visakhapatnam also would be similar. Therefore, both
stations may be taken as correct answers from general
understanding point of view. Hence, options 1 & 2 are
treated as correct
Phonons are quasi particles being quantum mechanical
bundles of sound energy. They are like photons of light
Hence, the given option is correct option and the objection is
incorrect

79840727018

In which of the following places, boiling point of
water would be higher compared to others ?

4

2

Visakhapatnam/Kolleru is the
answer

79840727019

Phonons are?

4

3

Phonons are sound waves

2

1

The objection is incorrect. When stones are thrown out, the
The correct answer is remains
boat will become lighter and hence would raise up. As a
the same
result, the water level with respect to Boat would go down.

A boat filled with heavy stones is in a lake. If the
79840727020 stones are thrown into the lake, the level of water
with respect to the boat would?

The objection is misconceived. The question is not on change
of pressure. The source is misquoted. A gravitational
attraction exists between the mass of a planet and the gas
molecules and particles in its atmosphere. The force of
gravity tends to pull the molecules and particles toward the
center of the body. The weight of the atmosphere pushing
down on the surface of the planet creates atmospheric
pressure.

79840727021

Atmospheric Pressure exerted on earth is
because of?

1

2

Uneven heating of earth is
correct answer because
pressure rises or decreases
with change in heat. Source:
Geography, Intermediate 1
year, Telugu Academy, p 88

79840727024

Capsules that contain medicines taken by us are
normally made of

1

2

Vegetarian capsules are made The objection is misconceived. The Question clearlys seeks
of starch
material normally used. Starch is not normally used.

2

Tree Bark

The objection is incorrect. The answer is available in NCERT
Science books and also Source:
https://www.britannica.com/topic/shellac

4

Bismuth is also correct option

Verification reveals that Bismuth is also used in typemetal.
Hence, options 3 and 4 are treated as correct. Source:
https://www.britannica.com/science/bismuth

2

Lemon juice is the correct
answer. 7th Class SCERT Old
text book p 26

The removal is through Sodium Hypochlorite (bleach). Lemon
juice with table salt also can be used. Therefore both options
2 and 3 are treated as correct.
The objection is misconceived. The question is not the issue
that in which State Bhadrachalam is located. In general
Telangana is on the west side of Godavari and Andhra is on
East side. The question is on reorganization and the
candidate is expected to have an understanding that though
Bhadrachalam lies on the side of Andhra, it is part of
Telangana. Though before 1956, Bhadrachalam was part of
Godavari district, it became part of Khammam in 1959. The
issue was of contention during reorganiztion. Source:
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/visakhapatnam/Pos
t-division-who-will-getBhadrachalam/articleshow/21947384.cms

79840727026

79840727027

Shellac resin is obtained from?

Type metal used to make printing types contains?

Hard coffee stains on clothes can be properly
79840727030
removed by

3

3

3

79840727033

On which side of Godavari is Bhadrachalam town
located?

2

1

Telangana side is correct
answer

79840727034

After reorganization, majority of the training
institutions and laboratories are located in

2

0

The question is ambiguous
The objections is misconceived. The question is on location
because bifurcation of assets is
and not on bifurcation
not decided

79840727035 After reorganization, AP and Telangana have

Apart from Chairman, how many members would
79840727036
be there in the Krishna River Management Board?
Which is the only company that has paid the tax
79840727040 amount in a year less than that of the previous
year

1

4

3

2

The objections are misconceived. The Boards are common
The question is ambiguous.
for both States. There is no separate Krishna Board for each
KRMB and GRMB are separate State nor there is separate Godavari Board. Only the
legistlative councils are separate for each state.

3

There are 5 members and
Chairman. One objection states
that Membes in Brijesh Tribunal is
4

The objections are incorrect. The first candidate did not consider
section 85(5) of the Reorganization Act, which prescribes a member
secretary also. The second candidate quotes Brijesh Tribunal which
is irrelevant

4

Washing machines because
"Takkuva Pannu Mothamu" is
asked in Telugu.

The objection is misconceived. "Takkuva Pannu Mothamu" means
amount of tax. How "Washing Machines" is the answer is
unfathomable. The given option is correct as there is no ambiguity

